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Abstract—The application of clustering has always been
an important method for problem-solving. As technology
advances, in particular the trend of Deep Learning enables
new methods of clustering. This paper serves as an overview
of recent methods that are based on Deep Neural Networks
(DNNs). The approaches are categorized depending on the
underlying architecture as well as their intended purpose.
The classification highlights and explains the four categories
of Feedforward Networks, Autoencoders (AEs) as well as the
generative setups of Variational Autoencoders (VAEs) and
Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs). Subsequently, a
comparison of the concepts points out the advantages and
disadvantages while evaluating their suitability in the area
of image clustering.

Index Terms—Deep Neural Networks, Deep Clustering, Vari-
ational Autoencoder, Generative Adversarial Net

1. Introduction

The basic idea of clustering is the analysis of data
with the aim to categorize it into groups sharing certain
similarities. The assessed data can range from a small
number of characteristics to a huge multidimensional set.
Because it is expected to derive certain trends from the
input, clustering is a common method to solve practical
problems.

A particular example is the application of clustering
as performed by John Snow back in the 19th century.
John Snow worked as a physician during the cholera
epidemic in London. His idea was to mark the cholera
deaths on a map of the city, as one can see in Figure (1).
Since the deaths notably centered around water pumps, he
discovered the correlation between the water supply and
the epidemic.

While John Snow did his clustering task manually on
a sheet of paper, nowadays methods allow clustering in
an automated manner. The application of Artificial Intel-
ligence enables to process big amounts of data while being
way more effective. One can distinguish between Super-
vised and Unsupervised Learning. Supervised Learning
assigns the data to prior defined classes of characteristics
and qualities. This process is also called classification. In
contrast, Unsupervised Learning, of which one category
is clustering, can uncover those classes simply from the
given set of data without preliminary definitions [2]. The
methodology of clustering can either be generative or dis-
criminative. The generative approach tries to work out the
data distribution with statistical models such as a Gaussian
Mixture Model (GMM) or the k-means algorithm. These

Figure 1: John Snow’s Death Map [1]

models will be explained later in the paper. Discriminative
Clustering on the other hand applies separation and classi-
fication techniques to map the data into categories without
any detour. Regularized information maximization (RIM)
is a famous example of this type and will also be discussed
in the next section [3].

As both, the amount of data as well as the type of
data can vary considerably, a steadily growing selection of
methods is currently available. With an increasing amount
of approaches, it can be difficult to maintain an overview
of the various concepts. The recently published work of
Technical University in Munich [4] discusses the current
state of the art deep clustering algorithms in a taxonomy.
The authors give an overview of the different approaches
on a modular basis to provide a starting point for the
creation of new methods. However, it lacks proper classi-
fication of currently available frameworks, as the authors
rather have an eye for the composition of methods instead
of the big picture. For this reason, our paper makes a fur-
ther contribution towards this set of methods with a more
detailed description of the concepts as well as a proper
classification of them. As it has only been marginally
included in the recent paper, special attention is given
to novel trends in the area of Variational Autoencoders
(VAEs) and Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs).

In the following, Section 2 describes the different cate-
gories for clustering with Deep Neural Networks (DNNs).
For each category, several methods are illustrated. Sub-
sequently, Section 3 does provide an evaluation of the
aforementioned methods, with regard to the application
area of images, followed by a summary in Section 4.
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Figure 2: Overview of methods that are addressed in this
paper. Feedforward Networks are the basic building block
for AEs. VAEs and GANs then again consist of AEs
themselves.

2. Deep Clustering

2.1. Feedforward Networks

As a standard setup of a Neural Network, one can
define a group of Feedforward Network architectures that
follow the same approach: the optimization of a specific
clustering loss [5]. This category can be subdivided into
Fully-Connected Neural Networks (FCNs) and Convolu-
tional Neural Networks (CNNs).

Figure 3: Layout of Feedforward Networks [6]

FCN is also frequently called Multilayer Perceptron
(MLP). This architecture has a topology where each
neuron of a layer is connected with every neuron on the
subjacent layer. The links between neurons have their
own weight, regardless of the other connections. CNNs,
on the other hand, are rather inspired by the biological
layout of neurons, which means that a neuron is only
connected to a few others of the overlying layer [5].
In contrast to FCN, a consistent pattern of weightings
is used between the neurons of two layers. Figure (3)
illustrates the layouts and their weighting described above.

Deep Adaptive Clustering (DAC) is an approach
for image clustering, developed by the University of
Chinese Academy of Sciences. Due to the area of
application, it is also called Deep Adaptive Image
Clustering. DAC handles the relationship of two pictures

as a binary relationship. By doing this, it decides whether
an image matches a certain cluster or not. The pictures are
compared by the cosine distance of previously calculated
label features, that are extracted from the images by
a CNN. Based on the results, the framework decides
whether the pictures belong to the same or different
clusters. However, this method requires a good initial
distribution of clusters, which can be hard to initialize [7].

Information Maximizing Self-Augmented Training
(IMSAT) The Previously described feedforward method
is based on CNNs. However, this paper seeks to provide a
broad overview of the different approaches pending on the
network architecture. An example for the application of
FCNs is IMSAT. This method is based and advanced from
the method of Regularized Information Maximization
(RIM) [8].

The basic idea is to handle both the class balance as
well as the class separation, meaning that RIM has the
objective to balance the amount of data entities inside
the clusters. The underlying FCN applies a function that
maps data dependent upon the similarity into similar
or dissimilar discrete representations. Additionally, Self
Augmentation is applied to the data set. This is done, in
order to impose the invariance on the data representations
[9].

2.2. Autoencoder (AE)

Figure 4: Basic layout of an AE [10]

The above described Feedforward Networks can be
used to assemble the network of an AE, which is shown
in Figure (4). It consists of an encoder and a decoder
[11]. Both have different tasks during their training phase.
While the encoder maps the input data according to an
encode function within a latent space, the decoder recon-
structs the initial input data with the objective of a minimal
loss on the reconstruction [12]. The encoder, as well as
the decoder, can either be constructed as FCN or CNN.
The setup can be trained according to a certain data set
[5].

Training can be divided into two phases. While
one can separate the two phases in a logical way, both
are generally realised simultaneously. During the first
phase, the AE performs a pretraining while focusing
on the minimization of the basic reconstruction loss.
The optimization of this parameter is carried out by
any type of AE. The second phase can be seen as a
finetuning of the network. The approaches for this step
can differ substantially, as various kinds of clustering
parameters can be used to optimize the result. The
different finetuning strategies are described as part of the
approaches presented in the following paragraphs [4].

Deep Embedded Clustering (DEC) is possibly the
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most significant contribution in the area of clustering
with AEs. For the second phase, the so-called cluster
assignment hardening loss is optimized. The framework
targets to minimize the Kullback–Leibler divergence
between an initially computed soft assignment and an
auxiliary target distribution. This is done iteratively,
with an accompanied improvement of the clustering
assignment [13]. It is often used as a starting point, as
well as a comparison tool for other approaches [14].

Deep Embedded Regularized Clustering (DEPICT)
This approach is based on DEC and is particularly suited
for image datasets. It mitigates the risk of reaching
degenerative solutions by the addition of a balanced
assignment loss [4].

Deep Clustering Network (DCN) extends the previously
described AE with the k-means algorithm. The k-means
optimization tries to cluster the data around so-called
cluster centers to enable an easier representation of
the data. DCN optimizes k-means along with the
reconstruction loss in the second phase [4].

Deep Embedding Network (DEN) The DEN approach
has the objective to improve the clustering towards an
effective representation. This is done by an additional
locality-preserving loss as well as a group sparsity loss
that are jointly optimized in the second phase [14].

2.3. VAEs

While the two aforementioned types can result in
high-quality clustering, they are not able to point out the
actual coherence of the analyzed data set. Knowledge
about that enables to synthesize sample data from the
existing dataset. This can be particularly impressive for
pictures. In a nutshell, VAE is a refined variant of the
traditional AE that forces the AE cluster to impose a
certain distribution. It optimizes the lower bound of a
data log-likelihood function [15].

Variational Deep Embedding (VaDE) VaDE uses
a GMM as the predefined distribution. The GMM selects
a fitting cluster that is subsequently transposed towards
an observable embedding by a DNN [15].

Deep clustering via GMM VAE with graph embedding
(DGG) extends the GMM with stochastic graph
embedding in order to address a scattered and complex
spread of data points. Graph embedding is applied to the
pairs of vertexes in a similarity graph. The objective is
to retain information about the relationship of the pairs
while mapping each node as a vector with preferably
low dimension [16]. The relationship and similarity
among pairs are calculated by a minimization of the
weighted distance, using their posterior distributions.
In summary, DGG optimizes a combination of the loss
of the previously described graph embedding with the
already known GMM distributive function [17].

Latent tree VAE (LTVAE) has been published
by researchers from Hong Kong earlier this year.
Their framework takes a particular account of the

multidimensionality and the associated range of
differentiating structures concerning the data. A tree
structure is used, built by multiple latent variables, each
including a partition of data. During a learning phase,
the tree updates itself, using the relationships among
the different facets of the data. Figure (5) shows four
different facets as the outcome of clustering applied to
the STL-10 dataset. It can be observed that (b) Facet
2 has an emphasis on the front of the cars, compared
to the other facets. In general, Facet 2 seems to have a
relation to the eyes and lights of the objects. Also, when
comparing the deers of facet 2 and 3, one can recognize
a pattern in facet 2 with an emphasis on the antlers of
the animals [18].

Figure 5: Results for application of LTVAE to STL-10
[19]

2.4. GANs

Next to VAEs, we take a closer look at GANs. A
GAN is constructed from a generator and a discriminator.
Those two operate in a minimax game. The generator is
trained towards a distribution of a certain data set. The
discriminator has the task to verify whether a sample
from this distribution is a real one or a fake one. Based
on this verification, feedback is given to the generator
which is used to further improve the sample quality [20].

Categorical GAN (CatGAN) A popular modification
of the common GANs are the CatGANs. In simple
terms, the discriminator no longer decides whether the
samples are real or not. Instead, samples are assigned
to appropriate categories. CatGANs use a combination
of generative and discriminative approaches. This novel
approach requires the generator to spread the samples
across the different categories in a balanced way and,
most importantly, the generated samples need to be
clearly classifiable for the discriminator [3, Section 3.2].

Discover relations between different domains
(DiscoGAN) DiscoGANs are based on the idea of
cross-domain relations. Human beings are able to
understand correlations among different entities. For
instance, one can discover the relationship between shoes
and handbags that share a resemblance in their color
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Figure 6: Application of DiscoGAN [22]

sample. Figure (6) presents the application of DiscoGANs
on this particular example. Mutually independent image
sets of shoes on the one hand and bags, on the other
hand, are subject to this picture. Depending on the input,
the GAN finds a visually appropriate match.

DiscoGANs can associate an entity from a given pool
of entities to a fitting entity from a different pool of
entities. This is achieved by coupling two different GANs,
which are able to map each entity to the opposite entity
[21]. This technique enables to discover links between
different clusters and therefore DiscoGANs may create
new clusters by combining existing ones.

3. Discussion

After the previous section pointed out the different
categories with the different types, this part focuses on the
application as well as the advantages and disadvantages
of the frameworks. The comparison is made on the level
of categories, focusing on the application area of images.
Since FCNs are fully connected, they are less suited
for image processing. For high-resolution images, FCNs
quickly find themselves reaching the limits of feasibility
in terms of trainability and depth. Therefore, CNNs are
rather suited for images. Depending on the requirements,
the depth of Feedforward Networks and in particular of
CNNs can be adapted.

The depth of AEs is rather limited since the opposing
layout of decoder and encoder requires the depth on both
sides. Instead, AEs offer the usage of different clustering
parameters, which can be jointly optimized. Conventional
Feedforward Networks solely optimize clustering loss.

In contrast to the previous methods, VAEs and GANs
feature the ability of sample generation. In general, the
optimization process of both can be expected to require a
larger extent of computing power than Feedforward Net-
works and AEs [5]. Considering images once more, GANs
usually score better than VAEs in terms of image quality,
as the usage of the maximum likelihood approach tends to
deliver blurry images. With a more rapid generation and
better quality through a generative model, GANs usually
score better. It can be said that the general setup allows

a more extensive and rather flexible usage in comparison
to VAEs [23].

This paper does offer a large extent of recent
approaches and methods. In addition, we want to provide
further food for thoughts in the area of deep clustering.

Deep Believe Networks (DBNs) As briefly mentioned
in the context of DGG, there is a group of generative
graphical models that have not been mentioned yet.
DBNs are assembled by multiple stacked Restricted
Boltzmann machines (RBMs). The starting paper [4]
provides Nonparametric Maximum Margin Clustering
(NMMC) as an example for DBNs.
Further types of GANs do also apply adversarial
nets with the objective of clustering. Information
Maximizing Generative Adversarial Nets (InfoGANs)
learn the disentangled representation of the data and
are particularly suited for scaling of complex datasets
[5]. Other types may not have an immediate link to
the task of clustering. However, the fundamentals of
those might be useful for future research. Stacked GANs
(StackGANs), for instance, address the task of image
generation based on textual descriptions. It is based on a
divide and conquer approach that splits up the problem
into smaller subproblems [24].
VAE-GANs combine the two approaches of sample
generating methods. As described in [25], the idea is
to replace the decoder of a VAE with a GAN. This
tries to deal with the blurry images that were mentioned
earlier in this section. The idea behind its design is to
cope with the VAE’s reconstruction task by utilizing the
detected feature representation from the discriminator of
the GAN. However, as mentioned before, both require
much computing power, which applies all the more for a
combination as described above.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we have emphasized the opportunities for
clustering, which emerge through the recent advancements
in the area of Deep Learning. Based on the network layout
we derived different categories. For each of them, several
frameworks are described in detail, featuring information
about a preferred application area. In addition, we pro-
vided a comparison of the categories which included a
specific focus on image clustering with special attention
to the respective advantages and disadvantages. Finally,
we give a further reference to different technologies that
haven’t been mentioned in this paper.

Overall, our paper has provided a general overview
of the existing clustering frameworks and can further be
used to get deeper into either the general topic of Deep
Clustering or a specific type of category.
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